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Golden Threads 
From 3D To 4D And 5D Part 10 

Golden Threads – From 3D To 4D And 5D Part 10 –  By Lev. 

After the May 28, 2021 installation of the 5D Physical Reality Sphere around the Earth, the Galactic 
Committee reported on June 6 where the gradual and very cautious materialization of the programs brought 
by this sphere will begin. 
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5D Earth’s Birth 

Golden Threads 

In the first stages, it concentrates on three areas that start at the same time. 

The programs concern not men but flora, fauna, and the mineral world which are easier to change than 
humans. 

In particular, predatory instincts will be weakened in the animal world. The food chain will remain but it 
will be strictly individual, not omnivorous as it is now, with everyone devouring everyone. 

Man will become an absolute “taboo” for animals. And people’s craving for meat will also diminish. Many 
products cause great harm to modern farming. 

The second direction is the formula and quality of the elementals (water, air, fire, earth, and ether), and all of 
the Intelligence forms present in them. They are involved in the formation of all bodies in 3D. Now they will 
be used to create four- and five-dimensional bodies in our new reality. 

The third area is the physical and chemical properties of the mineral kingdoms. Many things on the planet 
depend on them. 

Under the internal and external impact of quantum waves, they will “remember” their original 5D energies, 
trigger new reactions and connections, saturate space with radiations. It will help scientists to reconsider all 
modern science, to make many revolutionary discoveries. 

Galacom is not yet making plans for the near future specifically for earthlings. Everything will depend on 
the general and many individual situations. 
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Quantum Waves 

Golden Threads 

Now the most important thing for the Higher Light Hierarchy is to complete the dismantling of the 3D 
Matrix, all its parts on the Subtle and physical planes. Completely switch Earth to the mode of high-
frequency vibrations to which each of us adapts individually. 

Depending on the willingness and speed of this adaptation and the progress of our physical and Subtle 
Bodies restructuring, specific steps will be planned by the Galactic Committee and friendly races assisting it.  

Man is a self-developing code prescribed in the 5D operating system. Free will is one of the concepts that 
remains and is fundamental to our evolution. 

When we ascend to the next level with our inner work, reconnect to it, we see all the illusory nature of the 
previous one. At this point the program of full awareness is triggered, our luminosity increases, revealing 
new facets of reality, new vibrational patterns. 

The luminosity of one conscious person in a crowd is comparable to a hand lantern in the dark.  

The luminosity of a few of such people is comparable to a searchlight. 

The luminosity of a full-fledged community is comparable to the Sun, for the forces multiply exponentially. 
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Our Luminosity 

Golden Threads 

It is not difficult to guess what moths will fly to this Light in the first place, how they will swathe us, test the 
strength and purity of our intentions. 

The 3D reality-altering energy flow is too much responsibility and power to give to anyone who wants it. 

To begin with, one will have to undergo a purge, and it will often be extremely unpleasant. The exit of old 
programs is usually through their manifestation, through pain, suffering, and unwillingness to live. 

There will be many tests for pride, anger, greed, deceit, suspicion, contempt, shame, guilt, vindictiveness, 
propensity for petty bickering, and most importantly, for arrogance and the chosen one syndrome. 

The sages used to say, “Want to know a person? Hit him. A person is a filled vessel. What it is filled with, it 
will flow out.” 

It often goes like this: 

Some think they are gurus and have it out with everyone who disagrees, throwing accusations and curses at 
every situation; 

Others do the good without asking and save “lost Souls” by violating their choices and will; 

A third develop a Mother Teresa complex, all their energy is drained into compassion and other people’s 
pain, completely disempowering, leaving no energy for themselves; 

The fourth decide that they have reached nirvana and no longer need to go higher; 
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The fifth turn into proxy rulers, imagining themselves as warriors of light, planting their faith by fire and 
sword; 

The sixth descend into paranoia, seeing only enemies and the “fifth column” everywhere. 

The seventh torment themselves and others with endless questions “When?”, “How soon?”, “How much 
longer to wait for the Event?” etc., refusing to accept that all the answers are in him, his inner work. 

 

When, How Soon? 

Golden Threads 

Every time and place has its temptations. They all boil down to simple things: the impatience, non-
acceptance of another’s position, often to the point of fanaticism and obscurantism, especially in stressful 
situations of which the 3D System creates in great numbers. 

It applies not only to society and the communities but also to every Soul. Each passes the test of adequacy, 
as does civilization as a whole. 

We must cherish others and not burn bridges with them. Who knows, maybe they, too, are already going 
through their lessons along with us. 

We will constantly be pushed to pit some against others, to gossip, to hypocrisy, and to wash other people’s 
bones behind their backs. 

This sets us back in our development. According to the law of similarity, we simply will not be able to 
attract to us the qualities needed to create a coherent cluster, we will not be able to ensure a pure flow from 
the Source, and we will be surrounded only by negativity. 

It’s a good reason for those who are ALREADY surrounded. This is a matter of their choice, of course. 

Hypocrisy, unresolved conflicts, the friend/enemy, dark/light, right/left, conservative/liberal, white/color, 
enlightened/ignorant, and a million other opposites are the basic tools by which many millions of Souls and 
thousands of Transition-ready communities are pitted against one another, thrown back into development. 

The principle of “Divide and Conquer” works perfectly well to this day, contrary to its banal obviousness. 
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Divide And Conquer Paradigm 

Golden Threads 

Today, more and more people complain of chaos in their minds, confused feelings, thoughts, and lack of 
motivation due to the flurry of events that are taking place. 

Especially in large cities, a great deal of tension manifests itself. Space is chaotic, and our perception of 
reality fails regularly, to the point of realizing the utter hopelessness of what is happening. 

The reason is that right now the energies of chaos are raging in planetary space, designed to change our 
world. 

On the one hand, these are the energies of the 5D, the vibrations of the creation of the new. On the other 
hand, the distorted codes and programs that the 3D controlling System keeps imposing block the efforts of 
the Higher Light Hierarchy and its ground teams. 

Throwing our attention from one “important” topic to another, and keeping all of us in a constant state of 
tension, are the main tools of the 3D System to suck the energy through the chaos it imposes. 

The creative chaos radiates the energy of transformation and renewal. Its property is cleansing and 
liberation, sometimes zeroing in. It promotes focus, shows weaknesses. 

Pure creative chaos is the golden energy of the Source, the carrier of which is all multidimensional 
incarnations. And this energy in the form of golden particles is now becoming more and more apparent in 
space. 

 

Golden Energy 
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Golden Threads 

Many are beginning to see them with their physical eyes. 

Especially the golden sparks are noticeable against the background of the bright sun. 

3D System imposes its version of chaos, with many distortions, viruses, and fears. It manifests itself in 
constant jumps in our moods, inadequacy, and embitterment. 

Due to the high concentration of Black chaos energies in the minds of many of us, right now, there is no 
docking with the incoming high-frequency energies of the Source within our physical and Subtle Bodies. 

We find ourselves in a vicious circle. If we cannot calmly accept and control our energies, the distorting 
chaos of the 3D System begins to reign in our consciousness and events, with all of the consequences that 
follow. 

Here are its typical symptoms: bouncing thoughts, restless mind, lack of concentration, impatience or 
apathy, laziness, sometimes depression, euphoria, or hysteria, replacing each other almost every hour. In 
general, the condition is bouncing and chaotic. 

Positive chaos works differently. It goes through what it does not need to touch, and what it needs – gives 
part of its essence which is necessary for development. 

To highly organized people and communities, creative chaos adds ease in changes, restructuring, freedom to 
change plans easily, on the go, in changing conditions, not to cling to what has lost relevance, the right to 
make mistakes, improvisation. 

For example, the artist must not to be afraid to make mistakes when creating something, easily to remake on 
the way to express the perfect image. 
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Creative Chaos 

Golden Threads 

To low-organized people, creative chaos can, for their development, destroy stereotypes, deprive them of 
their footing on falsehoods, and knock the ground out from under their feet. 

Such chaos disrupts interconnections in systems, orders, so that it is possible to reorganize them, to improve 
them. 

Positive chaos is necessary for change, and the creation of the new. 

The fear to boggle our first attempt and nothing can be changed, the fear of making a mistake blocks our 
creativity. 

Creation is the union of the energies of order and the energies of chaos. 

The closer we get to the Absolute, the better we need to establish this relationship, their harmonious 
interaction. At the highest levels, there are no differences between them. Like the right and left hand of the 
Creator. One has a pencil, the other – an eraser. 

Chaos helps to focus, shows weaknesses. It’s like doing general cleaning in an apartment, but starting with 
dust in the kitchen, then running to wash the floors in the hallway, then remembering that the bed is not 
made. In the process of dismantling the mess to collect all the lying around in the basket, to see later what to 
put away… 

Many of us learn to accept chaos as necessary and useful in life. And to take the swings calmly.  

Our planet is a single organism to which the Source sends one perfectly simple code. And at this point, 
every element of the Earth’s structure has begun to perceive this information. 

The code is simple – Living in Harmony. 
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Source’s Codes 

Golden Threads 

Our planet has reached a state where opportunities at all physical and Subtle, interdimensional levels allow 
for faster creation of harmonious spaces, systems, and consciousness. That is, not to burn in the endless 
imposed desires of our ego but to have the willpower to wake up and begin to know ourselves.  

Many are not ready to work and live in such a mode and turn on the mode of self-destruction because they 
understand – that much in life was done “on credit”. 

They have formed a model of behavior – “get it,” then, “work it off” with 10 times the energy pumping, so 
they don’t have the strength for the new rules of the Earthly game. 

That’s why the illness egregore is developing so well among the older generation – because they have 
already accumulated “fatigue” from pumping out the energy of “credit” life, have a lack of resources for 
new vibrations of the planet, or embedding new codes. 

Among the younger generation, the worldwide pandemic egregore is underdeveloped, as their inner 
resources are still not consumed and new codes are being embraced with great eagerness. 

Everyone adjusts to the new energies differently. As one perceives them in the same manner he puts them 
into the matter. Someone dies, someone rejects this reality, someone lacks the energy for more inner work, 
and someone takes it as a tool. 
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It is important to stop at the right moment and listen to ourselves, to keep inner balance. And when everyone 
reaches this key point with their consciousness – “balance is everything” – the whole civilization will come 
to the state of being here and now. 

Recently, many have begun to see multicolored or golden threads, as well as golden sparks or pollen in 
space. 

In clairvoyance, it can be seen more clearly that everything around is covered with such golden pollen. 
Somewhere it accumulates, joining together to form glowing golden threads. 

As Co-Creators explain, these golden strands of 5D connect everything to everything. That is, they connect 
all living beings which come into the new 5D Matrix. 

 

Connecting Everyone 

Golden Threads 

People are densely wrapped in such threads, as if in a cocoon. In the past, when there was fewer incarnated 
on Earth, there were much fewer of these ties and threads. 

Now almost everyone comes here with big tasks and gets as much information in one lifetime as they would 
have gotten in ten incarnations a couple of hundred years ago. 

Due to this multitasking, we are connected to many more Souls. 

Golden threads of the 5D do not pass only from person to person. They are seen on trees, and objects that 
have their Soul, memory, i.e. old artifacts that contain a lot of energy. 

The quantum layer between the etheric and astral planes of the 5D Matrix is the accumulator and transmitter 
of golden threads. Their function is to maintain channels of communication between living beings and all 
other entities. 

It allows us to easily tune in, for example, to the thread that connects us to the tree, to exchange information 
with it, to co-tune, and to recharge with its positive energy. 

If our golden threads are cut off, even not all but some, then those with whom we have cut off 
communication will not have access to us, will not be able to co-tune with us. We will simply be a blind spot 
for them, an empty place, and we will be closed to them. 
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THIS IS HOW THE 5D SPACE IS ALREADY WORKING IN OUR REALITY. 

Now, with the acceleration of the Transition, more and more energy is entering us. We are already feeling it. 

Every day new packets of information are unpacked in us. We lose the sense of ordinary time because of the 
inner feeling we live several days in one. 

The new information with which we are saturated by Co-Creators increases exponentially. We no longer 
remember what we knew and who we were a week ago because the moment “now” stretches into infinity. 

Nevertheless, everything that happens to us happens harmoniously. Each of us is now receiving the lessons 
and challenges and the information with which we are now ready to deal. 

As soon as we handle the previous batches, the next packs are sent to us. Everything happens metered and 
gradual, not rushing but also not stopping. We simply live each particular moment as deeply as possible, 
being in the here and now. 

Golden threads of the 5Ds weave new connections between us. They form into a Mandala with a complex 
multidimensional pattern. 

 

Golden Threads Mandala 

Golden Threads 

This is an important sacred process for which it’s imperative now to be in co-tune and trust with one 
another. 
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If we begin to put blocks of irritation, impatience, distrust, and rejection within this building structure, we 
cut ourselves off. 

All of this puts a lot of dissonance in the overall co-tuning, and Co-Creators have to rebuild harmonious 
channels 

There are still many 3D blocks left on Earth, set up by parasitic forces that seek to prevent change. The 
blocks are already malfunctioning but they are still impacting. 

Now Dark Forces have a lot of plans going awry. The things are not as they had hoped due to Galactic 
Committee’s actions and because Gaia is vocal about Herself. 

She, too, has Her desire and free will. She wants us to understand and feel her, to connect us, our Souls. 

We must understand that Earth is our closest and most intimate Cosmic Being, our Higher World to which 
we so aspire. 

More by Lev 

https://www.disclosurenews.it/category/lev/ 
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